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Paped: chose the best answer:
1. Two metal boxes containing air are standing in a

room. Box X is on top of a heater. Box Y is on a
bench. The boxes are left for a long time.

Which line in the table best describes the average
speed of the molecules in the containers?

box X boxY

A fast zero

B fast slow

C slow Fast

0 zero fast

2. A student places his thumb firmly on the outlet of a bicycle pump, to stop t.he air coming out.

direction of----I.
motion

handle

What happens to the pressure and to the volume of the trapped air as the pump handle is pushed in?

pressure volume

A decreases decreases

B decreases remains the same

C increases decreases

D increases remains the same

3. A balloon is inflated in a cold room. When the room becomes much warmer, the balloon becomes larger. How
does the behavior of the air molecules in the balloon explain this?
A. The molecules become larger.
B. The molecules evaporate.
C. The molecules move more quickly.
D. The molecules repel eaeh other.
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4. An engineer wants to fix a steel washer on to a steel rod. The rod is j ust too big to fit into the hole of the washer.

~tF.fll-'® ..teel •......d

("'~ .•..washer _

CO (IJ....-) __ ___'

How can the engineer fit the washer onto the rod?
A. cool the washer and put it over the rod
B. cool the washer and rod to the same temperature and push them together
C. heat the rod and then place it in the hole
D. heat the washer and place it over the rod

5. Viewed through a microscope, very small particles can be seen moving with Brownian motion. Which line in the
table is correct?

type of motion particles ~re
of pa rticles suspended in

A vibration a liquid or a gas

B vibration a rolid, a licuic ora gas

C random a liquid or a gas I
0 random a solid, a liquid ora gasJ

6. A measured mass of gas is placed in a cylinder at atmospheric pressure and is then slowly compressed.

gas .__-.
'. ' ___-' piston.. ------ --- i;;!

.,,;:

p
I

~..•---
iston pushed in

The temperature of the gas does not change. What happens to the pressure of the gas?
A. It drops to zero.
B. It decreases, but not to zero.
C. It stays the same.
D. It increases.
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7. An experiment is set up as shown. What does the pressure
gauge show as the air in the flask becomes hotter?

A. a steady pressure
B. a decrease in pressure
C. an increase in pressure
D. an increase and then a decrease in pressure

pres su e gauge

___ .- fios!<

_.- Nnler

t
heat

8. Brownian motion is seen by looking at smoke particles through a microscope.
How do the smoke particles move in Brownian motion?
A. all in the same direction
B. at random
C. in circles
D. vibrating about fixed points

9. Driving a car raises the temperature of the tyres. This causes the pressure of the air in the tyres to increase.
Why is this?
A. Air molecules break up to form separate atoms.
B. Air molecules expand with the rise in temperature.
C. The force between the air molecules increases.
D. The speed of the air molecules increases.

10. A cylinder is filled with a gas and then sealed; so that the gas has a fixed volume. The gas molecules are given
energy so that their average speed increases. What happens to the pressure and to the temperature of the gas in the
cylinder?

pressure temperature

A decreases decreases

B decreases increases

C increases decreases

0 incr-eases increases
.. ..-

d~lram1

11. Diagram 1 shows apparatus being used to observe smoke particles.
Diagram 2 shows how a smoke particle moves randomly. Why do
the smoke particles move randomly?

A. They are hit by air molecules.
B. They are less dense than air.
C. They are moved by convection currents.
D. They gain energy from the light. -lighl_
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Paper2:

The air trapped in a cylinder by a piston is kept under pressure by a load, as shown in Fig. 4.1.

fixed
pivot

~~~~~--- piston

---- cylinder

air------

Fig. 4.1

a. Describe how the pressure in the cylinder is caused by the air molecules .

......................................................................................................................................
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b. The load is increased.

i. State what happens to the piston.

ii. State what happens to the pressure in the cylinder, and give a reason.

What happens .

reason .
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